


Concept Design Big Idea: Bringing athletes and risk takers 
together with normal consumers

“TOGETHER”

● We want both, risk takers and the 
normal consumers, to meet in the 
middle.

NOT focusing on the Red Bull drink itself, 
instead we want to focus on bringing people 
‘together’ globally.

●  This drink allows them to feel 
connected with everyone no matter 
what their background is. 



CONCEPT related to company’s brand identity-

Recreating “GIVES YOU WINGS”

Original tagline, wanted to stick with something similar & recognizable. 

● “Together We Fly Higher”

Target audience: Young adults 18 - 35



Copywriting

● Headline- “You Never See One Red Bull”
○ The original logo has two bulls.

● Subheadline- “#TogetherWeFlyHigher”
● Body Copy- “We are more than an energy drink, we are a lifestyle. 

We are family, we are friends, we are athletes, we are go-getters, we 
are hard workers, we are innovators of everyday life. We bring people 
together. We are Red Bull”

○ The copy indicates anyone can drink/ be a part of Red Bull. Everyone is connected 
through the brand because of the many options they have to offer besides their 
extreme identity and sports.

○ The campaign encourages consumers to come together with one another despite 
their differences in backgrounds.



Headline

Subheadline

Body Copy



Emotional Appeal
- A face to our brand that is not shown all that much but something we 

would like to exploit 
- When touching on human emotions we are looking to elicit the 

feeling of happiness, enjoyment, friendship, and a sense of belonging
- Togetherness elicits these emotions best for us
- Gives you wings            Spread Your Wings          Together We Fly Higher
- We are more than just an energy drink we are a way of living, looking 

to bring our different consumers together and motivate the 
movement  for a closer world 

 



Offline Campaign

● Guerrilla Marketing - TV 
commercials & Red Bull’s 
social media page 
(shareable)

● Less about the drink, more 
about the feeling/identity 
Red Bull is promoting

● Drink with new logo only in 
peripheral background

● Incorporating existing 
brand image “Risk”

● How: Bring “extreme lovers” & 
“everyday normal people” in 
the middle



Story Line (as well as the commercial)
1. A mysterious car stops in the street and an 

agent comes out. 
2. Another car stops at a sports arena.
3. The agent invites a pedestrian with an 

invitation.
4. The agent invites a sports fan with an 

invitation.
5. The invitation reads “Take a Risk”
6. The pedestrian/sports fan  steps in the car, not 

knowing where they are heading.
7. The car stops at a party/gathering sponsored 

by Red Bull where different kinds of people are 
enjoying the time.

8. They join the group and have a good time.
9. There are Red Bull drinks with new logo on the 

tables casually.
10. Different people keep joining the 

party/gathering.
11. Ends with the headline, first, Together We Fly 

Higher, then, We are Red Bull.



The Invitation

Take a Risk.

Intriguing for both extreme lovers 
and everyday normal people 

: Curiosity, Change, Different, Unexpected



Details of the event
● Event starts around 5pm that goes on for the night
● Attract extreme lovers : extreme sports or any sport events
● Attract normal people: on the streets, catch them when they are done 

with work
● A pop up event, where you can recognize the area (visually global)        

: Anyone who is around the area can join in (people who are there + 
people getting picked up)

● Stimulate activity or vibe for an active gathering, having fun with 
someone you don’t know

● People who are alerted by social media will join, get the word out, 
earned media

● Use Red Bull’s connection to the music industry
● The risk taking is getting know people that are different from you and 

enjoying something (away from their main interest) together.



Chicago, Illinois, USA



London, England



Seoul, South Korea



Online Campaign 
https://youtu.be/-raGGeIT

- Social media lets people connect and share their stories with the 
world.

- People will share the video to promote awareness for the campaign
- This will allow people to voice their own stories as well and view the 

stories of other people sharing the content. 

 

https://youtu.be/-raGGeITrrE


Online Campaign 
● Instagram, twitter, 

facebook
● Earned Media (free 

publicity, Red Bull’s 
familiar with this concept)

● This can relate red bulls 
CSR.

How do you come together?

Let us see your moments, post a special 
moment with #TogetherWeFlyHigher. 
For every hashtag, we are donating five 

dollars to the BringFamilyTogether 
organization.


